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Explore what's new View Online

Zabbix 5.0 Released!

Zabbix Team is pleased to announce the release of Zabbix 5.0 LTS! It comes with

a list of significant improvements in usability, security, and integrity.

Zabbix can now be deployed on-premise and in the cloud. It is available on the latest

releases of platforms, containers, and Linux distros from RedHat/IBM, SuSE, Ubuntu.

Now one-click Zabbix deployment is also available on Azure, AWS, Google Cloud,

IBM/RedHat Cloud, Oracle, and Digital Ocean. Zabbix technical support services are now

offered at Red Hat and Azure Marketplaces.

Moreover, the Zabbix monitoring tool provides numerous out-of-the-box integrations with

messengers, ticketing, and alerting systems. 

Explore more new features:

Automation and discovery: Automated discovery of hardware components,

Windows-related resources, and advanced discovery of Java metrics have been

added into the new release. 

Scalability: Zabbix UI has been optimized to simplify the monitoring of millions of

devices. 

The new Zabbix monitoring agent gets an 'officially supported' status. The

new extendable agent provides advanced functionality for most demanding

customers and complex use cases. 

Significant security enhancements: The new improvements guarantee that all

Zabbix components communicate in a secure way and also use secure protocols

for outbound communications without affecting performance in any way. 

Compression for TimescaleDB: The time-series data compression helps

increase performance and efficiency while lowering operational costs. 

Usability improvements: The new release is optimized for wide screens and also

introduces support for 3rd party UI modules among other enhancements of Zabbix

UI.

Join the Online Meetup 

Zabbix Meetup will be dedicated to Zabbix 5.0 release, it's new features and advantages.

Alexei Vladishev, Zabbix Founder and CEO, will deliver the welcome speech and

introduce the new version. Zabbix technical engineers will dive into the introduced

features and provide a detailed overview. In the end, we will hold the Q&A session.

The meetup will be held on May 19 and will take place online

Talks will be delivered in English.

Register

Attend Webinars to Learn What's New in Zabbix 5.0

Alexei Vladishev, Zabbix CEO and founder, will host the first Zabbix 5.0-dedicated

webinar sessions. Register to discover the new release with the guidance of the creator.

The following sessions will be delivered by Zabbix Trainers. 

May 13, 18:00 GMT +3, The session will be held in English

May 14, 11:00 GMT +3, The session will be held in English

May 15, 10:00 GMT +3, The session will be held in Russian

Register

Together with the new release, Zabbix has launched the updated training program. Keep

following the news to learn more about the new and improved courses.

Training Program
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